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THE EDITORS

Issue 3 begins in Afghanistan and brings us closer 
to home - Home to our own war with the urban fire 
problem. Urban Firefighter Magazine’s domestic 
soldiers, firefighters, take us to the frontlines of the 
urban fire problem throughout the many great articles 
found in this issue. Whether it’s via the lens of a Detroit 
fire photographer or a tower ladder bucket, the urban 
fire service remains ever vigilant and proud. We thank 
all who contribute to Urban Firefighter Magazine; you 
are truly the ones on the battlefield. We are proud 
to pass on your experiences and we hope you, the 
reader, help us in this endeavor to keep the fire service 
informed and safer.

Erich J. Roden
Publisher and Editor



ISSUE 3

Issue 3 of Urban Firefighter Magazine is a celebration 
on many levels.  Each issue is reaching new readers 
every day. It is rewarding them with solid information; It 
is satisfying cultural exploration; It is artfully displaying 
firefighters at work. Urban Firefighter Magazine is 
a resource for firefighters of all ranks – as well as 
everyone who is interested in firefighting and exploring 
our rich and unique culture. Please read, share, 
enjoy and celebrate every issue of Urban Firefighter 
Magazine.

Ray McCormack
Publisher and Editor

“Keep Fire in Your Life”
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 On two separate occasions in recent years, I have transitioned 
back into my duties as a firefighter with the FDNY in the Bronx.  
In each instance, I had been off-line from the fire department 
for nearly a year, leading men assigned to U.S. Marine infantry 
battalions in some very volatile places .Fallujah, Iraq and Now 

ad, Afghanistan.  As I traded in my rifle in for a hook and halligan, 
quickly reacquainting myself with the duties of a ladder company 
firefighter, I could not help but measure the similarities of urban 
combat and urban fire ground operations.        
 I reflected on my studies pertinent to the history of warfare, 
as well as my personal experiences gained firsthand while leading 
Marines on daily patrols through the streets of Fallujah and the 
villages of Now ad.  The United States Marine Corps (USMC)’s 
fundamental publication on warfare doctrine  Warfighting, asserts 
that war is a violent struggle between two opposing wills in an 
environment that is influenced by   friction, uncertainty, fluidity, 
violence, and the human dimension.  Historical studies in warfare 
all conclude that these factors have influenced and decided the 

outcome of every firefight, battle, campaign and conflict.  The study 
of warfare affirms that uncertainty is a pervasive trait of war; even 
the best battlefield commanders acknowledge its existence, but find 
ways to reduce its impact.  Fluidity is the dynamic phenomena of war 
that affords combat commanders fleeting and limited opportunities 
to act in environments where time is always the most precious 
commodity.  According to the German warfare philosopher Carl 
Von Clausewitz, “friction is the trait of war that makes the simple 
difficult and the difficult seemingly impossible.”  Lastly, the outcome 
of war is always contingent on the human dimension; and USMC 
doctrine suggests that no dimension of technological development 
will diminish the human dimension in war.  The study of warfare 
establishes that these characteristics have significantly influenced 
the outcome of every armed struggle, in every environment and 
place.  More importantly, the study of warfare, validated by my 
own firsthand experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan, suggest that 
the best commanders not only understand the nature of war, but 
plan, decide, and act in ways to overcome these challenges.  
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 Like warriors in combat, firefighters and fire officers 
consistently operate in violent and dangerous environments that 
are largely impacted by  friction, uncertainty, fluidity, and the 
human dimension.  It is critical that we in a discipline entrusted to 
protecting life and property on the American homeland understand 
the characteristics that pervade fire and emergency operations.  
It is even more critical that we proficiently apply and develop 
concepts, practices, and techniques that enable us to consistently 
function in a safe and effective manner despite the presence of 
these “battlefield challenges.” My grandfather entered the fire 
service more than five decades ago, and my father more than 
four decades ago; over the course of their careers, every fire 
ground operation was subject to the innate presence of   friction, 
uncertainty, fluidity, violence, and the human dimension.  Despite 
considerable improvements in  communication, equipment, 
training, and protective equipment, the nature of fire ground 
operations remains fundamentally unchanged today, thus 
signifying that the like war, the nature of fire ground operations 
is constant and timeless.  Tactics and strategies evolve over time 
due to environmental and resource advancements (or in some 

cases setbacks), but the nature of war and fire ground operations 
remain unchanged.  
 Many in the fire service employ clich s that capture 
the parallel between war and fire ground operations.  It is in our 
best interest to move beyond the clich  and acknowledge that 
the similarities and correlation between the nature of war and 
fire ground operations are overwhelming.  If both environments 
are consistently comparable, then we can reasonably conclude 
that the ingredients for success in both environments are similar, 
particularly in critical areas such as command and control, 
planning, and decision-making.  Furthermore, leaders in the fire 
service stand much to gain from the study and familiarization of 
military warfare.  Formal study and research in the fire service 
is in its infancy when compared to the depth of warfare studies 
generated across the globe over the course of centuries.  By 
taking a hard look at military campaigns and the traits and actions 
of the great, innovative, and effective battlefield commanders, we 
can become even better at mastering our craft of protecting life on 
the home front.                
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 The alarm comes in and your engine company knows the 
address. Someone set a bed on fire at an apartment building, one 
of those seedy ones in the neighborhood you’ve been to before, with 
failing architecture and bars over the windows. There’s shouts from the 
inside. Those bars, once designed to keep intruders out, are keeping 
helpless occupants in.
 In step the usual suspects – a special operations company – to saw 
off the bars and let your company work in a more tenable environment. 
You don’t have time in this situation to say thanks, and your firefighters 
don’t bother. Why  Even mentioning “special operations” to a company 
of firefighters carries an air of superiority, of smug heroics. To some, 
special operations teams have all the popularity of a preachy vegetarian 
at a barbecue or a teetotaler at a keg party.
 Special operations companies, for the purposes of this article, 

are referred to as our rescue and squad companies comprised of 
firefighters with specialized training in all facets of technical, water or 
otherwise hazardous emergencies. These companies may or may not 
be dedicated companies; this depends on the capital budget of the fire 
department in question.
 These companies – if they’re fully staffed and funded – can 
become seamlessly incorporated into conventional firefighting, fighting 
alongside the everyday gang of engines and trucks. While most fire 
departments have a set policy on when or if special operations crews 
respond, there are no rules about relationships between special 
operations crews and conventional fire companies. Companies often 
feel like special operations crews step on their turf and get in the way, 
and vice versa.
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 So they treat each other like the visiting team, jockeying for 
position on who gets to be the hero of the day without so much as an 
uttered “thanks” at the end of the day.
 Let’s face it. Fire departments are suffering a drastic loss of 
resources and support, both at City Hall and on the streets. It’s been 
proven that having special operations companies at fires do abate 
some of the hazards that are unable to be covered by conventional fire 
companies.
 It’s your fireground. Special operations companies are your 
guests. What can they do to help you
 While the perspective of many engine and truck companies is that 
special operations companies just steal the spotlight, this shouldn’t 
take away from the importance of their place in urban fire departments. 
These special operations companies frequently have dedicated 

firefighters who are there solely to prevent or rectify problems 
responding engine or truck companies face. 
 However, just like any other activity, their skills need to be utilized 
as frequently as possible to remain honed and ready when trouble 
arises. Special operations companies are detailed to remove window 
bars and gates, place additional hoselines in service or assist in 
hazardous, technical rescues, all of which are acquired skills learned 
through hands-on practice.
 In order to be productive help, special operations companies 
need this fireground and routine emergency experience. The “special” 
in special operations doesn’t imply they’re more skilled at fireground 
tactics (or elitist jerks). It means they possess other specialized skills 
that make them unique in their capabilities. It is important that special 
operations companies use these skills wherever they can to ensure that 
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their conventional and specialized skills receive adequate attention.
 For special operations, training with the engine and truck 
companies during routine incidents, such as vehicle accidents (car 
into building), et al., develops relationships and sheds the “outsider” 
stigma. Getting to know the names of members they usually don’t see 
at fires goes a long way with firefighters – hell, anyone – on both a 
personal and professional basis. (This goes double for those in the 
truck, fighting for the prime piece of wall or ceiling to slice through. 
They’re your guests, remember.)
 Think of humdrum calls as a training opportunity for the two of 
you. Play nice with each other, and you get rewarded.
 Allow the special operations company to do their thing at a 
particularly shaky building fire, like perform a structural triage of a fire-

damaged building and construct a spot-shore or two. Got a second 
or two of downtime  Take a look at what they’re doing. Ask some 
questions. Learn something. Better yet, involve the responding engine 
and truck company members in the process.
 While this could be seen as overkill or unnecessary work, 
realize that you are now conducting a company drill during a real-
time emergency. Seemingly minor incidents such as this can prepare 
companies for future calls. You learn something, they learn something 
and lives get saved; Three birds, one stone.
 Special operations companies spend hundreds of hours training 
for incidents that don’t happen very often, and letting them come along 
with everyone else gives them a chance to practice their craft and spot 
problematic areas from afar. Minor calls are opportunities, and each 
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have some intangible benefits as well – it’s also an opportunity to forge 
stronger and more respectable relationships between companies.
 The aforementioned scenario is just one way to bring these 
companies together more often. Mutual respect isn’t learned in a 
book or at a meeting. It’s seldom learned during drills or training, 
even. It’s learned at the scene, when guys pitch in for each other. It’s 
learned when chiefs know how or when to advantageously use special 
operations crews. And it’s learned at the end of a hard day, when you 
know your teammate’s name and offer a solid handshake.
 You can’t do more with less. Allowing the responding companies 
to arrive, help out and forge relationships will aid every responder with 
new insight, capabilities and real experience. Incorporating special 
operations companies should be as seamless as switching from an 

emergency medical services response to a firefighting one. When 
special operations companies show up at the next fire or emergency 
– benign or not – everyone should realize that real training is about to 
take place.
 Special operations teams are there to help, and they’re your 
guests at the barbecue. Are you going to be a jerk and spit in the 
coleslaw or let everyone leave with a full stomach  
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 Gabriel Angemi is cooler than you are.

 A second-generation firefighter with the Camden, N.J. Fire 

Department, Angemi didn’t decide to become cool at the firehouse 

one day. He brought it with him the day he decided to follow in his 

father’s footsteps and enter the fire service.

 Once a skateboarder  pursuing this extreme sport professionally 

and still an artist, Angemi’s canvas is virtually anything he puts his 

hands on or mind to, be it a photograph, a drawing or his actual fire 

helmet. It’s not just his tattooed appearance or artistic prowess that 

defines his mastery of self-expression, it’s how he makes the fire 

service look like a work of art as well. That’s why Angemi brings a 

uniqueness of character and mission to the fire service; a passion 

hard to miss in his appearance and fireground capabilities.

 It’s not hard to imagine what will be left of our cities when 

this economic downturn is over. Images of destroyed buildings, 

desolate streets and collapsed infrastructure surely come to mind. 

All of which, in reality, conjure up dowdy images akin to today’s 

Camden, a rough-and-tumble city which faced the highest crime 

rate in the nation in 2009 with two-fifths of its residents below the 

poverty line. In other words, Camden epitomizes socioeconomic 

apathy and blighted industrialization. And its firefighters champion 

Camden’s pride and future with faith in why they are there in the 

first place  to defend the City from an economy and fire duty poised 

to destroy it.
 Its firefighters aren’t much different than any others who 

work in difficult, blighted cities or neighborhoods. They’re gritty, 

colorful firefighters; proud, over-worked, under-appreciated and 

often downright crazy to continually endure the punishment they 

experience. But still they toil on. Evidently, not everyone can fit the 

mold Camden set out for them. Such humble upbringings can yield 

interesting characters. And Angemi has broken the mold.

 Though his father was a firefighter, Angemi was not as lucky to 

enter the Camden Fire Department as quickly him. Circumstances 

and time always get in the way of our dreams and Angemi did not 

hesitate to move to plan B, professional skateboarding.  Angemi 

took a detour from Camden to San Francisco to pursue his skating 

and eventual artistic career; an individual pursuit for a creative, 

inspired mind; Inspired to create more than we tend to see on the 

surface  the deepness of individualism and self-expression.

 Self-expression is usually an exercise in futility. It’s not even 

a desired trait in the fire service. Our uniforms are the same, our 

rigs look the same and our operations are the same. In fact, the 

very construct of the fire service seeks to quell individualism. Was 

Angemi’s secondary career path a primer for his success in the fire 

service
 To the contrary it may seem. Skateboarding is an individual 

sport (emphasis on “individual”) where you only succeed by 

your own will, with others’ advice to guide you along the way -- a 

mentorship of sorts. Sound familiar to firefighting  Perhaps Angemi 

made perfect use of his time away from Camden, a detour that 

actually pointed him back to where he always belonged, and with 

better direction. Yes, Angemi finally did get the call we all dream of 

getting  the call to report to the fire academy to begin a career so 

very few get an opportunity to realize.

 Angemi stands on his own two feet in fighting fires the same 

way he stood on four wheels  standing strong and alone, but with 
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the support and guidance he always knows he has from 
Camden’s firefighters. So what other tangible significance 
did Angemi’s skateboarding career bring to the fire service
 Skateboarders are a creative type. They’re able to 
examine an urban landscape and see where they can play, 
turning a lonely loading dock to a slice of heaven. Urban 
areas are lovingly, carefully utilized by city dwellers such 
as skateboarders, bike messengers, musicians, and more. 
These urbanites take make city life an art. And now, thanks 
to Angemi, firefighters may now claim their stake in urban 
creativity.
 Turning firefighting to an artistic venture seems obvious 
and innate for Angemi. While many opt to leave a life of a 
firefighter at the door on the way out, he turns a day job 
into a life-long craft. He shoots portraits of the Camden Fire 
Department’s determined firefighters; he creates works of art 
inspired by firefighting and its own unique culture.
 He blogs about all things Camden Fire Department on 
his Rescue One blog (http www.cmdfd.blogspot.com ); and 
even blogs about his outside interests in his other blog (http
www.ange261.blogspot.com ). Angemi also teaches regularly 
for Safety and Survival, LLC (www.safetyandsurvivaltraining.
com), an organization dedicated to keeping firefighters safe 
in the line of duty.
 Angemi is also an avid collector rare art books and 
signed first editions, and endlessly strives to fill his impressive 
library. Around his house, the walls are lined with examples of 
his and others’ artistic creativity, on canvas and photograph. 
His inspiration is evident and the urban landscape, culture 
and its firefighters are his muse.
  In an occupation chock-full of commonality and 
celebrated similarity, it’s refreshing to see true individualism. 
It is those who stand out not just through their actions, but 
their self-expression that continue to maintain and re-invent 
fire service culture.
 Even amongst several companies of firefighters dressed 
in the same bunker gear, Angemi’s pretty easy to spot on 
the fireground. Simply look for the guy from Camden’s elite 
Rescue One with spikes in his helmet band and hood pulled 
over his face like a bandito. Look for the guy covered in 
tattoos from head to toe taking a blow after a good fire. And 
look for the guy who stands apart from the crowd, no matter 
where he is.  
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 Detroit is an iconic city. Go anywhere in the world, say “Detroit,” and 
it strikes a set of images – Motown, Hockeytown, Chrysler, Ford, General 
Motors, Eminem, 8 Mile ... Also crime, foreclosures, poverty, white flight, 
race ... and fire.
 But these are mere snapshots, glimpses into a deeper, more complex 
and broken panorama.
 Once the proud center of the American industrial machine, Detroit is 
now an omen, a ghost of America’s future. No one understands this bet-
ter than the people literally putting out the fires, battling every day in an 
uncertain war.
 BURN is a feature film documentary about Detroit, told through the 
eyes of Detroit firefighters, the men and women on the front lines charged 
with the thankless task of saving a city that many have written off as dead.
 Engine Company 50 is one of the oldest, proudest firehouses in the 
city. Located at Gratiot and Houston Whittier, on Detroit’s blighted east 
side, it’s one of the busiest firehouses in the United States.
 Every day, these firefighters face injury, disablement, chronic illness, 
death. They’re using outdated equipment and working for a meager wage.
 To say the city’s in trouble is an understatement – record foreclosures, 
unemployment, and a failing auto industry have made it ground zero of 

the foundering American economy. But there’s still life here ... even if 
some argue it’s not worth saving.
 The skeleton fire crews left in this crumbling American city don’t deny 
that it’s sick, but they can’t view it as terminal, either.
 The media has swarmed on the city, sensationalizing its decay. But, 
until now, no one has properly explored the city and its people with the 
depth and detail they deserve.
 BURN will follow the firefighters of E50 and a rich tapestry of other 
Detroit stories – the educators, the reformers, the activists, the develop-
ers, the city officials. By following the lives of the firefighters at E50, and 
the Detroiters around them, we explore human struggles and personal 
courage in the face of overwhelming odds.

This is an American story.

It needs to be told.

T  I



This story can’t be told without 
support from you!

Click to see how you can help.
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 In firefighting, everyone wants to save lives, including our own when needed 
based upon the inherent risks faced by firefighters; of course.
Firefighters want to save lives of people trapped in buildings or other precarious 
positions, and, honorably, develop local and national programs to protect and save 
their own lives, too. And that should never be deemed a losing proposition in any 
fire department.
 Reducing deaths in the line of duty should be a common goal for everyone 
involved in the fire service. And though there’s been plenty of time, money, passion 
and effort put into programs to keep firefighters safe, there’s been remarkably 
little progress. Why  It’s possible that these local and national strategies may not 
be targeting the underlying causes of individual line of duty deaths. Rather, they 
seem to fail in pulling back the layers’ of what we typically do- and analyze on the 
surface- regarding the causes and circumstances of line of duty deaths (LODD). 
This seems particularly evident when analyzing LODD in the urban fire service.
 The very nature of firefighting risk varies across the nation, both geographically 
and demographically; it even may vary within the same fire department. While no 
two fire departments are exactly the same, many can be lumped together based 
on common risks and capabilities. To understand the best way to reduce deaths 
in the line of duty, perhaps it’s actually best to analyze data based upon said 
demographics and geography.
 According to a National Fire Protection Association’s (NFPA)   report – U.S. Fire 
Department Profile through 2006 – there are more than 31,000 fire departments 
in the US, totaling over 1,140,000 firefighters. However, there are only 118 fire 
departments – a miniscule 0.004  – which protect cities with a population of more 
than 250,000 citizens. Furthermore, these 118 fire departments employ 96,000 
career firefighters. This represents 8.4  of all US firefighters and 30  of all career 
firefighters in the country. 
 As a retrospective analysis, this article examines the causes of death for only 
members of urban fire departments – the 118 crews mentioned above – as recorded 
by reports made by the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH)  Firefighter Fatality Investigation Program. The NIOSH reports analyzed 
illustrated deaths occurring only between 1999 and 2008. And, for the purpose 
of this article, “emergency operations”  are actions taken by a fire company after 
receiving an alarm and prior to being returned to service. (Injuries suffered during 
these operations that resulted in subsequent hospitalization and death count, too.)
 In 1965, the International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) formed the 
Metropolitan Fire Chiefs Section because they recognized that different 
leadership and management challenges were routinely faced by large (more 
than 400 members) urban fire departments.  In addition to unique leadership and 
management challenges, large urban fire departments also face unique operational 
and emergency scene risks. But outside of the IAFC, recognition of these hurdles 
that urban firefighters face is not really acknowledged or even researched by the 
fire service. The fatalities highlighted in this article all fall within the IAFC’s criteria 
for “urban.” In this case, “urban” refers to fire departments with over 400 members. 
As an aside, the use of “urban” aids in contextualizing the sample and analysis, 
rather than inferring elitism or a dismissive overtone to those smaller urban fire 
departments not meeting the criteria set forth in the article’s analysis. 
  U.S. Fire Department Profile Through 2006, M. Karter, NFPA, 2007

2  Injuries suffered during emergency operations which resulted in immediate hospitalization and   
 death prior to hospital discharge are included.
 www.iafc.org displaycommon.cfm an 1 subarticlenbr 10
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 All in all, 45 NIOSH reports of fatal incidents best fell within these criteria, and 
these 45 incidents are the ones highlighted in this article.  It’s possible that many 
more could have, but some incidents are not investigated by NIOSH; for instance, 
many medical emergencies not occurring at the scene of an emergency are brushed 
aside. Still, the vast majority are. Though the NIOSH system is not a panacea, it 
still provides the best, most comprehensive national database of LODD information. 
At present, there is no legal requirement to report traumatic LODD to NIOSH, a 
dangerous oversight that should be replaced by more stringent regulations.
 In the aforementioned time period, NIOSH investigated forty-five fatal incidents. 
These resulted in 61  LODD in urban fire departments while conducting emergency 
operations – a mere 6 LODD per year, or an annual mortality rate of 0.06 per 
thousand firefighters – which is dramatically smaller than the estimates of (100 or 
more deaths per year) in the collective fire service.
 While these numbers and stats may help illuminate and suggest facets of 
firefighting to pay attention to, it’s most important to investigate the details of the 
deaths to fully understand risks involved. While these numbers help define the 
overall problem, they do not expose specific challenges which may be possible 
to extinguish through specific measures. In order to identify these specific risks, a 
detailed analysis is required; thus becoming the impetus for this article.
 Each of these 45 NIOSH reports  were analyzed with a specific emphasis on the 
narrative section regarding the details of how each LODD occurred. It’s important to 
add that the person who wrote the NIOSH report also determined the subsequent 
cause of death and remains their sole opinion. Fundamentally, the cause of death on 
a NIOSH report is subjective and it’s different than the cause listed by the respective 
medical examiners.
 Again, there were 61 LODD in 45 events. 1 LODD (2  of the total) was due 
to violence on an EMS alarm , one (2 ) occurred during a technical rescue 
alarm , five (8 ) were due to vehicular accidents; eight (13 ) were due to medical 
emergencies; and 46 (75 ) occurred while conducting combat fire operations.

 So let’s break it down here  there were deaths that occurred while conducting fire 
combat, and there were deaths that happened due to other extraneous accidents. 
But all of the deaths considered in this article occurred while in the line of duty. 
That’s important to remember.

Vehicular LODD7

There were, in total, five L DD that resulted rom vehicular mishaps:
 Two of these deaths were company officers who failed to wear their seat belts 
and were ejected from responding engine companies. Two firefighters died while 
boarding or riding on the exterior of a moving apparatus. One fell from an open rear 
cab of a moving apparatus while standing up. 
 While all of these LODD were likely preventable through the strict adherence 
to a seat belt policy and the use of enclosed cabs, the fact that seemingly few 
firefighters were killed in vehicle-related incidents stands out. While every death 
is serious, vehicular incidents don’t seem to warrant the disproportionate share of 
safety concern given to them. Over a ten-year span, only two firefighters were killed 
in vehicle-related collisions while responding to alarms, suggesting that the current 
system of frequent, short responses made by experienced drivers – as well as strict 
seat belt policies – has created excellent vehicle safety for urban firefighters.

  www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2008-37, 18, 11; 2007-37, 32, 19, 16, 2; 2006-28, 27, 19, 9;  
 2005-35, 9, 4, 3, 1; 2004-17, 14, 11, 5, 4; 2003-38, 31, 18, 12, 7; 2002-48, 47, 20, 14, 7; 2001-33,  
 23, 13, 2; 2000-41, 39, 13; 1999-F50, F48, F47, F34, F22, F21
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Report  2004-11
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Report  2001-2
 www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2005-35, 1; 2003-7; 2000-41, 39
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Medical LODD8

There were, in total, eight L DD that resulted rom medical conditions:
 Seven of these medical LODD occurred in members who had pre-existing moderate or 
severe coronary artery disease. Five of these victims smoked cigarettes, three were considered 
obese and the eighth individual had an undiagnosed congenital cardiac defect. 
 The infrequent nature of these LODD seems to indicate that urban fire services do not have 
a significant problem with medical LODD during emergency operations. Cutting back on risks is 
always a wise idea. It is painfully obvious that firefighters should be fit, not smoke tobacco and 
keep their cholesterol and blood pressure within healthy margins. However, firefighters do not 
exist in a bubble; coronary problems are a killer for the public as a whole, and firefighters aren’t 
immune. These problems are likely representative of the population at large.

Fire Combat LODD9 
There were, in total,  L DD that resulted rom fire combat:
 Twenty-nine (63  of urban LODD examined) of these fatalities occurred in commercial 
occupancies and 17 occurred in residential occupancies. The NFPA reports that, in 2008, 
there were 515,000 structure fires in the US. Of these, non-residential properties accounted for 
112,000, or 22 , of all fires.  The most significant cause of emergency operations LODD is fire 
combat.  Although these numbers are not specific to urban fires in particular, they nonetheless 
ring true to the fact that most fire combat LODD (63 ) occur at the minority of fires (22 ).
 In total, 75  of urban LODD were the result of fire combat. In order to effectively address 
these LODD, urban fire departments need to focus safety efforts and training on fire combat 
operations, not anything else. 

Commercial LODD11

Urban fire departments suffered the majority of their combat LODD in commercial occupancies.
  15 LODD (52  of all combat LODD) occurred in small commercial occupancies such as 
strip malls, taxpayers and restaurants. Fourteen LODD (48 ) occurred in larger commercial 
spaces, like warehouses, office buildings and supermarkets. 
 Of these, only nine fires in commercial occupancies resulted in twenty-three LODD (79 ).  

The urban fire service averages one significant multi-fatality commercial fire per year. These 
occurrences, thankfully relatively uncommon (about 1.5 occurrences per year), account for 
50  of fire combat LODD and 38  of all line of duty deaths. Commercial buildings are the most 
lethal occupancies in terms of the number of firefighters killed (29 LODD) as well as the most 
common location of fatal events (15 incidents).

Going even more in-depth with commercial fires, let s urther e amine the 1  L DD at 
small commercial fires:
 Eleven line of the 15 LODD in small commercial structures were suffered by engine  
company personnel  and nine (60 ) occurred during fire attack.  Seven of these LODD were 
the result of structural collapse ; and six were the result of hostile fire events  . Eleven LODD 
were suffered by engine companies, of which seven were operating small diameter handlines  
(47 ). 
 Fatal, small commercial fires have a common theme resonating in the majority of the NIOSH 
reports analyzed  Firefighters penetrate the occupancy aggressively, and are then overrun by 
an unrecognized, large volume of fire in a void, overhead space. This trove of fire subsequently 
breaks out behind them or causes structural collapse. The failure to adhere to tested, basic 
tactics and mistreatment of a commercial fire as a house fire appear to be the overlying cause 
of LODD in these small commercial occupancies.

  www.nfpa.org categoryList.asp categoryID 953 URL Research Fire 20statistics The 20U.S. 20fire 20problem
 www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2008-11; 2007-37, 32; 2006-27; 2004-17, 14, 4; 2003-18; 2002-20; 2001-23, 13; 2000-13; 1999-F48,  
 F47, F34

  www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2007-37, 32; 2006-27; 2004-17; 2003-18; 2002-20; 2001-23; 2000-13; 1999-F47
  www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2008-11; 2007-32; 2006-27; 2004-17, 14; 2003-18; 2002-20; 2000-13; 1999-F34
  www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2008-11; 2007-32; 2006-27; 2004-17, 14; 2003-18; 2000-13; 1999-F34
  www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2007-32; 2006-27; 2004-14; 2003-18; 2000-13; 1999-F34
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2006-27; 2004-17; 2000-13; 1999-F34
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2008-11; 2007-32; 2004-14; 2003-18
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2007-32, 2004-14, 2003-18, 2000-13, 1999-F34
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Commercial LODD (continued)
 The discipline of an engine company is critical to reducing small commercial LODD. The potential 
volume of fire in an unconfined space is often greater than a 1 ” handline can control. In addition to 
selecting the correct size of hoseline, engine companies must not advance into the building without 
assessing conditions in overhead void spaces from the entry point. Fire departments can have a 
direct, positive impact on these LODD by creating and enforcing fundamental operating procedures for 
operations in these tricky occupancies.

As ar as large commercial occupancies go, roughly the same concepts ring true :
 There were 14 LODD in large commercial fires. Truck and rescue companies suffered eight LODD in 
these buildings.  Nine LODD were the result of smoke disorientation  and eight deaths occurred while 
conducting search operations.  The characteristics of large commercial occupancies – in particular, lack 
of compartmentalization – do not lend themselves to easy searches, and therefore contribute heavily to 
the total loss of life.
 Firefighters are at a massive risk of disorientation in these large structures. In addition to staying in 
touch with a rope or hose line, aggressive ventilation is needed to raise the smoke level. The behemoth 
size of these buildings may make ventilation an effective means of saving occupants than trying in vain 
to locate and take them out in near-zero visibility. Standard operating procedures for this type of building 
needs to be developed in order to save lives and expedite rescues. 
 Urban fire departments could reduce LODD only by reducing the incidence of severe commercial 
fires. Though uncommon, these events take the most significant toll on life in the industry. Commercial 
firefighting is the most important area urban fire departments can focus on to protect their members and 
can be best addressed with creating and sticking to specific operating procedures based on particular 
commercial building types.

Residential LODD22

 Unsurprisingly, residential fires are a beast of a different nature. In total, residential fires resulted in 17 
LODD during the analyzed time period. Private dwellings (houses, etc.) accounted for LODD,  and six 
LODD occurred at fires in apartment houses.  
 What’s important to take out of these facts is this  less than two firefighters per year died in residential 
occupancies. While the frequency of residential fires is much higher than those in commercial buildings, 
the incidence of fatal fires was identical – 15 events. On average, urban firefighters experienced just 1.5 
lethal residential fires per year, a surprisingly small number, considering the frequency of residential fires.
 House fires account for the majority of urban LODD. Out of the 11 total house fire deaths, engine 
companies accounted for ten.   Nine of these firefighters were engaged in fire attack when they died  
and eight fatalities were the result of fire hostility.  
 Typically, the urban fire service experiences one fatal house fire per year. In context, this small number 
suggests how truly successful urban fire services are at aggressive, interior firefighting operations in 
private dwellings. Certainly urban fire departments can strive to lower this number further, but we should 
consider how many civilians have been saved as the result of the tactics already in place.
 As far as apartment fires go, there were six LODD. Truck and rescue companies suffered four of these 
LODD,  and three deaths were the result of fire hostility. The infrequent loss of firefighters at apartment 
fires seems to suggest urban fire services have an exceptional ability to handle these incidents and result 
in comparatively few problems. There’s no other type of fire that puts so many civilians or firefighters in 
harm’s way, but the traditional tactics used by firefighters to manage these situations seem to be effective 
in keeping everyone involved – both citizens and firefighters – safe. 

  www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2004-4; 2001-23; 1999-F47
  www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2007-37; 2004-4; 2001-13; 1999-F48, 47
  www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2004-4; 2001-23; 1999-F47
  www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2008-37; 2007-19, 16, 2; 2006-28, 19; 2005-9, 4, 3; 2004-5; 2003-12; 2002-14, 7; 2001-33; 1999-F21
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2008-37; 2007-16, 2; 2006-28, 19; 2005-9, 4; 2004-5; 2003-12; 1999-F21
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2007-19; 2005-3; 2002-14, 7; 2001-33
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2008-37; 2007-16, 2; 2006-28, 19; 2005-9, 4; 2004-5; 2003-12; 1999-F21
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2008-37; 2007-16, 2; 2006-28, 19; 2005-9; 2004-5; 2003-12; 1999-F21
  www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2007-16, 2; 2006-28, 19; 2005-4; 2003-12; 1999-F21
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2007-19; 2005-3; 2002-14, 7; 2001-33
   www.CDC.GOV NIOSH FIRE  Reports  2005-3; 2001-33
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Residential LODD (continued)
Urban fire departments function in an environment much different 
than their suburban, exurban or rural counterparts. They face inherent 
risks, frequent fires and myriad more resources than their non-urban 
parallels – a reality faced by incumbent and smaller taxing bases to 
provide these resources. But it’s important to understand that many 
of these risks are unique to urban firefighting, and, in order to reduce 
LODD in the urban firefighting environment, fire departments need to 
comprehend what exactly these risks are. The best way of doing that 
is to examine precisely why deaths on the fireground occur.
 No safety policy, procedure, risk analysis, cultural change, 
acronym or new paradigm will be effective if it does not focus on and 
address the basic hazards faced by the first responders to a fire.
 It is never possible to eliminate risk. As long as firefighters 
respond, we face the possibility of injury, or death. Minimizing this risk 
while continuing to effectively perform our duties is the responsibility 
of every firefighter and administrator, and examining past faults 
resulting in LODD is just one way of improving tactics and identifying 
where urban fire departments should focus their efforts  firefighting in 
commercial occupancies.
 It is imperative that fire departments investigate and discuss 
the scenarios – and their root causes –which comprise the majority 
of deaths on the fireground in order to create new plans of action, 
improved training and revamped standard operating procedures.
It’s not effective to use statistics alone to drive a point. While every 
death in the line of duty is tragic, it’s similarly tragic to use these 
deaths as a manner of dismissing existing procedures as invalid and 
ineffective. 
 We’re firefighters, but we’re also human and we make mistakes. 
We just want to save lives, and we need to look at where we went 
wrong in order to make everyone’s situation better.

 It’s worth noting that the tragic events of 9 11 were not included in 
this report, as no NIOSH reports were conducted on the loss of the 
343 members of FDNY. The extraordinary circumstances faced on 
that day were unlike others faced – ever – and are far from routine. 
Furthermore, if these fatalities were analyzed in this article, they would 
account for a whopping 84  of all urban fire departments’ emergency 
operation LODD during the analyzed time period. 
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DENNIS WALUS
By  Erich Roden
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 Detroit. These days, all you have to do is utter the name and your head will fill with 
all of the preconceived notions you have about socioeconomic demise; they’re all found 
in Detroit. What’s found is a City that may have tipped over the point of comeback, 
of prosperity; A City with abandoned and vacant buildings the sizes of small Cities 
themselves  the Packard Plant, train stations, blocks of boarded-up taxpayers and once 
happy private dwellings... 
 There is no shortage of sensationalist and sociology academic-type photographers 
who are willing to document the demise of one of America’s former gateways to the 
American Dream. Their muse is obvious, blight. It’s the usual fare when photos of Detroit 
are used in major media outlets and markets. What we don’t often see in this media are 
those who are left to defend it, Detroit’s domestic soldiers; Detroit’s firefighters. 
 While there are several reputable photographers who grace the internet with 
photographic depictions of Detroit’s bravest, one seems to be on a mission to chronicle 
the unrelenting fires in Detroit and those determined enough to hang on  Dennis Walus.
 Dennis’ mission is not to simply show the world what happens after the politicians, 
reporters and sociologists leave Detroit’s neighborhoods for the day, it’s also to keep the 
traditions of the fire service intact. Nothing keeps firefighters and their traditions together 
better than the next fire.  And there’s always a next fire in Detroit. Anticipation of the next 
fire notwithstanding, this summer has been unusually busy for Detroit’s firefighter- even 
for Detroit standards- and Dennis has been there to see it all and photograph it. 
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 Dennis recently documented and witnessed the “Detroit Firestorm,” as it 
has been aptly named, that recently brought eighty-five fires in five hours 
for the Detroit Fire Department. He also witnessed the tragic Jefferson and 
Drexel fire that nearly claimed four firefighters. In fact, Dennis’ photos of this 
fire were used by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) and 
the Detroit Fire Department’s Arson Investigation Bureau during the fire’s 
investigation. Ergo, Dennis’ mission also serves a purpose in bringing those 
willing to contribute to Detroit’s demise to justice. We should never take our 
fire photographers for granted. What we may miss, they capture forever. And 
perhaps put arsonists away forever in the process. 
 Dennis also documents what a fire department who is continually doing 
more with less can accomplish; try counting the number of firefighters not 
working in any one of his photos; good luck finding one. Detroit’s firefighters 
just get it done. All you have to do is take in a fire or two in Detroit to see 
what experience looks like after years of unyielding fire duty. And any Detroit 
firefighter will tell you no one should experience the same burden. That’s 
humility  a basic tenet of the fire service.
 Dennis, like most fire photographers, enjoys snapping the group photos 
after a fire; and he doesn’t mind getting the incredible action Detroit’s fires 
offer on film either. Dennis wants everyone who decides to take up fire 
photography to understand that they are documenting “the best job in the 
world.” And to be smart about the photos they take  they may not only show 
the world a City most can’t even fathom comparatively, but also the manner in 
which some are choosing to destroy it.  

DENNIS WALUS
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 Many variables need to be taken into account when sizing up 
structures in regard to topside ventilation. One such variable that can 
be difficult to gauge - and may fluctuate from inconsequential to the 
single most important factor when determining hole location is  WIND.
 Wind effects on buildings have been studied for decades, but 
predominantly as it relates to wind-loading of structures for engineering 
purposes; not for the effect it may have on structural fires and tactical 
fireground decisions. Only recently have strides been made involving 
research into wind-driven fires, in particular, wind-driven fires in hi-rise 
buildings. Wind-driven fire’s research was primarily based in large part 
to the realization that it was a significant contributing factor in several 
critical incidents resulting in serious injuries for firefighters; and in some 
cases line of duty deaths (LODD). While wind generally has a much 

more pronounced effect on hi-rise buildings, it should not be discounted 
on low-rise buildings and single family dwellings, as the effects and 
results may be no less dramatic given the right wind conditions.
 Strong winds can cause fire and the products of combustion to be 
driven back into the building via any external openings. This may cause 
sudden and drastic changes to fire conditions within the building with 
little or no warning, imperiling crews or victims on the interior of the 
building.
 The focus of this article will be on the effect wind may have on 
potential vent openings in pitched roofs; some of the implications it may 
have on tactical decisions; and ways to quickly incorporate this into 
your initial size-up.

By  David Rickert
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GETTING THE ANSWERS        
 Utilizing complicated formulas and equations is necessary in the 
laboratory, but in the “street assessment,” requires that we are able 
to quickly apply attained knowledge. To that end, every attempt will 
be made to illustrate points simply, clearly and graphically, at the 
same time relating why, when, where and how we need to do these 
things.

Wind s e ect on roo  sur aces is largely dependent on:

1.  The pitch of the roof - The steeper the pitch, the greater impact 
any given wind will have on an opening made in that roof.

2. The velocity of the wind-The greater the velocity, the greater the 
risk of creating a wind-driven fire.

3. The exposure the roof -The amount of roof surface exposed to 
the wind; the quality of that exposure; is it fully exposed  Or, is 
the wind flow significantly disturbed, blocked or broken up by 
other objects in the upwind path

 To evaluate these three key factors, it will help to have a basic 
understanding of some of the properties of air, wind and wind flow.
 Wind is air in motion, caused by flow from an area of high 
pressure to an area of low pressure; the bigger the pressure 
differential, the higher the wind speed.
 Wind generally flows horizontally across the ground unless it is 
obstructed or disturbed by an object (trees, buildings, hills, etc.).

Air has mass which means when it is in motion, it has kinetic 
energy and inertia.

Air has viscosity which allows it to adhere to a surface; in our 
case, it will be the roof surface, this is also why an airfoil wing is 
able to create lift or can suddenly stall out.

Boundary Layer a layer of slow moving air that forms close to 
the surface of an object exposed to a wind stream. This layer forms 
due to the viscosity of the air and directly influences and distorts 
the free stream air flow.
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ROOF PITCH
  It is pretty easy to understand why roof pitch plays a crucial role 
in how wind can effect a roof opening. Everyone has at one time or 
another stuck their hand out of a moving car window  Place it flat 
and it cuts smoothly through the wind; Lift your hand palm up, and 
your hand is driven up and backwards; Palm down and it is driven 
down and back. These physics principles are easily relatable to the 
way different roof pitches react to wind. 
 When wind is deflected by an object such as a roof, it imparts 
a force against that structural object. The more it is deflected, the 
more force it imparts. Maximum force is generated by wind striking 
a vertical surface perpendicular to the wind. With this in mind, it’s 
not too hard to conclude that the steeper the pitch of the roof the 
more force that is directed against it. This is highlighted in fig.1 
which shows the incident wind angle of a 4 12 pitch roof and that of a 
12 12 pitch roof.

  The deflection tells just part of the story  once the hole is open, 
that part of the roof will no longer be deflecting the wind, but will 
potentially be allowing the wind to flow into the hole. The roof 
will now behave as a wind catcher - rather than a wind deflector. 
Since wind generally interacts with the roof horizontally, the most 
important factor will be the amount of vertical face (cross-section) 
exposed by the hole.
 Fi  shows vertical cross-sections of equally sized holes in 
various roof pitches. The range includes a flat roof (0 ) which has 
no vertical exposure to the wind up to a wall (100 ) - which has 
full exposure to the wind. This exposed cross-section is one of the 
primary factors in determining a roof’s true (potential) exposure to 
the wind.
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WIND VELOCITY
 Wind velocity is a pretty straightforward relationship. Higher 
wind speeds  greater potential force.
 Wind force grows at an exponential rate (doubling wind velocity 
will quadruple the force). The table below shows this relationship. 
Pressures are listed in pounds per square feet and pascals. Pascals 
(Pa) is the internationally recognized unit for pressure utilized in 
scientific literature. A Pascal is a very tiny unit of measure (1 Pa 

.02 psf), which is roughly equivalent to the pressure exerted by a 
sheet of writing paper laying on a flat surface. This highlights the 
fact that very small pressure changes can significantly influence 
the flow of smoke, heat and fire gases inside a structure.
  The pressures generated by the wind are important because 
it gives us an idea of when air infiltration into the vent opening 
may become a problem - or the point at which conditions may be 
present to create a wind-driven fire. Determining precise pressure 
variations across the hole and within the attic crawl space fire 
room is impossible for any given fire, due to the almost infinite 
variability of conditions present (flow dynamics of the fire building, 
turbulence, wind dir. and velocity, heat release rate HRR  of the 
fire, internal pressures, etc); however, general pressure conditions 
that occur during fires can and have been determined in laboratory 
experiments  
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1 NISTIR 7213-Effect of Positive Pressure Ventilation on a Room Fire-Stephen Kerber  
 William D. Walton
2  NIST Technical Note 1498
 Evaluating Positive Pressure Ventilation In Large Structures  School Pressure and Fire  
 Experiments-- Stephen Kerber Daniel Madrzykowski    
3  NFPA 92A Standard for Smoke-Control Systems Utilizing Barriers and Pressure Differences  
 (NFPA, 2006)
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ROOF EXPOSURE
  The most important part of roof size-up as it relates to the wind 
is determining, with reasonable certainty, how the wind will impact 
the roof surface; both at the time of opening, and a short but 
indeterminate time there after. Wind, even laminar (smooth) flow, 
is highly variable and prone to fluctuations both in velocity and 
direction. When wind flow is turbulent, the variations become even 
more pronounced and unpredictable.
  In urban areas, and even most rural areas, the airflow that is 
acting on a structure will be turbulent. Airflow becomes turbulent 
when it has to move around or over an obstruction. Obstructions 
can either be man-made (buildings, fences, walls) or part of 
the terrain such as a trees or hills. Once the wind is clear of the 
object, it remains turbulent downwind of the object for quite awhile 
(sometimes up to 50 times the height of the object) until it regains 
its laminar flow characteristics once again or is acted on by another 
obstruction. Basically, this means that all airflow you encounter in 
the city will be turbulent.
 Assessing the conditions that exist on the roof requires close 
attention paid to any signs present at the fire building (trees, 
flagpoles, chimneys). The best single indicator is observing smoke 
from the fire, especially how it is behaving once it reaches roof 
height, on up to the ridge-line. I am immediately suspicious when 
one side of the house and roof is shrouded in smoke and the other 

is completely clear. Some may see this as an opportunity to work 
“out of the dirt,” but it should be seen as a warning sign that wind 
velocity and pressure may be high enough to cause problems once 
the roof is opened.                                                                                
 Remembering to continuously gauge the wind - especially when 
you are on the roof - is paramount  being able to actually “feel” the 
wind and its effects at the point of any potential opening will either 
reinforce the visual clues you used - and the tactical decisions 
based on them - or will undermine these same visual clues and 
allow you to readjust your tactics accordingly before any real 
damage is done.           
 The graphic above illustrates basic wind interaction with a 
steeply pitched residential home. Generally, wind builds up on the 
windward side creating positive pressures and is pushed along the 
boundary layer over the ridge, where the boundary layer separates 
from the surface. This creates a negative pressure (suction) on the 
leeward side; so not only does the leeward side offer protection 
from the wind - and any possibility that wind will be driven into the 
vent hole - but the negative pressure (suction) on the leeward side 
creates an ideal condition for venting super-heated atmospheres 
from within the structure.

Free Stream Airßow
+ Area(s) of Positive Pressure

Area(s) of Negative Pressure_
Area(s) of Very High Turbulence w/vortices,eddys,and or shear
Area(s) of Very High Turbulence w
vortices,eddys and or shear

Area(s) of Negative Pressure

Area(s) of Positive Pressure

Free Stream Airflow
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AT THE VENT HOLE 
 Pressure flows from areas of high pressure into areas of low 
pressure until a system reaches equilibrium. In a closed system 
(such as two containers at different pressures connected by a 
valve), this is a relatively straightforward matter  open the valve 
and the system will quickly equalize. In an open system - such 
as the case of a building on fire - the balance will not be achieved 
so quickly, predictably or even at all. The pressure within the fire 
building is widely variable due to the heat of the fire which will 
constantly be adding energy (heat and pressure) to the system; 
venting of windows - creating new openings - or opening of doors, 
may randomly and unpredictably change air flow and pressure 
throughout the building. The area we are most concerned with 
is the changing pressures (pressure gradient) across the vent 
opening. The highest pressures will be found toward the top of the 
(hole) and lower pressures toward the bottom. The bigger vertical 
profile a hole has, the greater the chance that wind will overcome 
the pressure and infiltrate into the opening. The reason for this is 
detailed in the following graphic
 This graphic highlights how roof pitch plays a significant role in 
determining possible air infiltration into the vent hole. The 4 12 pitch 
offers a very narrow vertical profile that will be much less 

prone to air infiltration than the steeper  12 12 pitch - which allows for 
a much wider range of pressure variations across the hole - due to 
its wider vertical profile. For example, say on a roof of  12 12pitch, the 
pressure generated from the fire ranges from 25Pa at the bottom of 
the hole to 75Pa at the top. Whereas for a  4 12 roof - and it’s narrower 
vertical profile - the range may be something more on the order of 
50Pa at the bottom to 75Pa at the peak. So the low range (25Pa) of 
the steeply pitched roof  (presents) a much greater opportunity for 
wind to infiltrate into the vent opening than that of the gently pitched 
roof which spans a much narrower range beginning at 50 Pa.              
  I would not be too concerned with some air infiltration or 
exchange at the vent opening. This occurs on a regular basis with 
no serious consequences; however, we do need to be concerned 
when some air infiltration becomes significant air infiltration, 
or when a sustained, penetrating wind is driven deep into the 
compartment we are attempting to ventilate. Think about it this 
way  would you make a hole in the roof and then stick a PPV fan 
into the opening  Of course not; regardless, making a windward 
opening with significant winds impacting the roof creates this exact 
scenario.
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IN THE STREET
 When you are assigned to a truck company, assessing wind conditions is an ongoing process that starts with the beginning of your 
shift and ends when you make a hole. Whether you are the officer, senior truckman or probie, being able to recognize visual cues and 
estimating wind speed is an important part of the size-up process.
 This chart is based on the Beaufort Wind Force Scale. Utilizing the information on this chart while responding - and once you arrive - 
should give you a good idea of wind velocity; and if it will play a role in your tactical decisions concerning roof operations.

Beaufort 
Number

Wind Description

0 Calm

Wind Speed Visual Clues

Calm

1 Light Air

2 Light Breeze

3 Gentle Breeze

4 Moderate Breeze

5 Fresh Breeze

6 Strong Breeze

7 Near Gale

1 to 3 mph

4 to 7 mph
Wind Felt on Face,Smoke Rises at 80 deg.

8 to 12 mph
Wind extends light flag and pennants. Smoke rises at about 70 deg.Leaves rustle,small limbs 
begin to move,wind vanes begin to move

13 to 18 mph
Wind raises dust,leaves and loose paper on the street, Smoke rises at about 50 deg., Heavy 
Flags flap limply

19 to 24 mph
Wind felt strongly on face, Smoke rises at about 30 deg. ,Heavy flag doesn't extend but flaps 
over entire length. 

25 to 31 mph
Wind stings face in temperatures below 35 deg F (2C).  Heavy flag extends and flaps more 
vigorous.Slight Effort in maintaining balance against the wind,wires begin to whistle,small trees 
swaying and large branches in continuos motion.

32 to 38 mph
 Necessary to lean slightly into the wind to maintain balance. Smoke rises at about 5 to 10 deg. 
Heavy Flag extends fully and flaps at the end,Large Trees fully swaying,birds having great 
difficulty flying

Photo By  Scott Laprade  U R B A N  F I R E F I G H T E R  M A G A I N E   9



Beaufort 
Number

Wind Description

0 Calm

Wind Speed Tactical Roof Considerations

Calm Wind is of no Concern,easiest and fastest roof location over the fire is preferred

1 Light Air

2 Light Breeze

3 Gentle Breeze

4 Moderate Breeze

5 Fresh Breeze

6 Strong Breeze

7 Near Gale

1 to 3 mph Wind is of no Concern,easiest and fastest roof location over the fire is preferred

4 to 7 mph Wind is of no Concern,easiest and fastest roof location over the fire is preferred

8 to 12 mph

STEEPLY PITCHED ROOFS(>10/12): the upper end of this scale (10-12mph) windward openings 
can start to have adverse effects , if the leeward side is equally accessible it is preferred but not 
an absolute necessity.

13 to 18 mph

STEEPLY PITCHED ROOFS(>10/12): Opening Leeward should be a priority although there is some 
leeway for a windward opening if winds are at the lower end of the scale(12-15mph)                                                                             

19 to 24 mph

25 to 31 mph

32 to 38 mph

ALL PITCHED ROOF SURFACES: Pitched Roof operations in general should cease at this point.The 
only possible option is a very well protected lee side opening on a steeply pitched roof.

WALKABLE PITCHED ROOFS(>5/12):Towards the upper range of the scale (16-18mph) a leeward 
opening should be considered ,but a windward opening should still cause no problems 

WALKABLE PITCHED ROOFS(>5/12): Wind is of little concern,easiest and 
fastest roof location still preferred

STEEPLY PITCHED ROOFS(>8/12):Anything other than a leeward opening runs the risk of 
creating a wind driven effect within the structure and negatively impacting interior operations.

WALKABLE PITCHED ROOFS(>5/12):A leeward hole placement is strongly recommended

ALL PITCHED ROOF SURFACES: At this point a leeward placement for all roof openings is a top 
priority,anything else is unacceptable.If a leeward placement is not available then NO roof 
opening should be attempted.

TACTICAL DECISIONS
When do we need to actor wind into our roo  evaluation process  

In making tactical recommendations based on the chart below it is assumed that
1. These are sustained winds with possibly higher gusts.
2. The wind is striking the roof surface from a mostly perpendicular direction.
3. The windward roof surfaces are fully exposed to these wind speeds.

SUMMATION 
 Many variables at a fire are beyond our control. This truism makes the variables we do have control over all the more important. This 
is never truer than when we arrive at a structure fire and begin “opening up.” Opening up haphazardly without regard to why, when, where 
and how we are doing something can have serious, even catastrophic consequences. Creating significant openings requires significant 
diligence  Factoring in wind and understanding what effect it may have on the vent opening is an important part of this “due diligence.” 
Remember, it is not always enough knowing when to do something - but in the case of determining a leeward or windward opening - when 
NOT to do something. 
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 So far it has been a quiet tour. The runs have been routine 
emergencies and some outside fires. You are assigned as the 
outside vent (OV) firefighter for this tour. Your first job as the OV 
on a tower ladder is to assist the chauffeur with “setting up” the 
apparatus upon arrival. Suddenly, the tone alert goes off. The 
firefighter on watch shouts out “Phone alarm, first due, 683-Greene 
Avenue cross of Tompkins, fire in a multiple dwelling, people 
trapped ”
 The tower ladder chauffeur wheels the mid-mount towards the 
scene. Additional radio reports from dispatch paint a picture of a 
working fire. As we turn the corner, heavy smoke is pushing from 
the second floor of a four story brownstone-type building. The boss 
radios dispatch that we have a working fire and provides a brief 
size up of the fire building.
 As the inside team quickly disappears into the fire building you 
concentrate on assisting with the positioning and stabilizing of the 
apparatus. The proper positioning of a tower ladder apparatus is 
unique and requires a detailed knowledge of building construction, 
exposure potential, collapse hazards and rescue. At this fire, the 
chauffeur lines up the turntable pedestal with the center-line of 
the fire building. Optimal positioning always includes maximum 
coverage of the fire building. To truly gain maximum coverage, 
the apparatus cab is angled away from the operational side of the 
street. This affords the bucket its maximum “scrub area,” and the 
boom to be lowered at certain angles and not contact the cab roof. 

The scrub area is the distal points that the tower ladder basket can 
reach on the building’s face for rescue and removal.
 The OV will be working on the chauffeur’s blind-side of the 
apparatus  the officer’s side. This two-sided approach helps 
speed up the positioning, verification, and set up process for the 
apparatus. You need to determine if the outriggers and jacks can 
be safely lowered on the officer’s side of the apparatus. This is 
something that needs to be verified on narrow streets or when the 
apparatus is placed close to parked vehicles. The outriggers will 
often find a home between two parked cars. The use of a six foot 
hook laid out next to the apparatus in line with the tormenter makes 
a good measuring device to quickly determine if we have the 
clearance necessary to continue set-up in this location. Jack plates 
can also be placed at this time to account for weight distribution or 
street conditions.
 The chauffeur can now place the apparatus into boom mode,’ 
and the OV firefighter can enter the bucket. The fire is on the 
second floor rear with a heavy smoke condition showing from 
the upper floors. The second due OV (an aerial ladder company) 
has communicated with you that they will provide outside vent 
operations for the fire floor via ground ladders in the rear of the 
structure. This transmission confirms that ventilation is taking place 
for the fire floor team and allows you to concentrate on getting into 
position on the floors above. 
 Searching the floors above a fire in a brownstone-type building 

By  Mark Gregory
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is critical. The building’s unenclosed stairwell is a flue for 
superheated smoke, heat and fire, and makes the top floor 
extremely vulnerable for victims. The second due truck will 
attempt access via the interior stairs but may be delayed due 
to conditions on the fire floor. The chauffeur starts to raise the 
bucket out of the cradle. You check your gear and prepare for 
your task at hand “vent – enter – and search”.
 Approaching the top floor, you take control of the bucket. 
You position the bucket to the middle window of the three-
windows-per-floor front. The top railing of your bucket is level 
with the window sill. Some may ask, “why not position the 
bucket to use the access doors ” The access doors do provide 
for a “gentlemanly approach,” but, what happens if we find a 
victim or worse, must rapidly exit from our position  Having the 
bucket level with the sill will require you to step up and climb 
into the window. This little bit of effort though will pay off when 
removing a victim. If we brought a victim back to the bucket for 
removal, we need to ask, “How do I remove this person from 
the building to the bucket ” If the access door is used, the 
firefighter must first get into the bucket and then configure a 
plan to lift the victim into the bucket. If the bucket is level with 

the sill, the removal is easy  we simply lay the victim head-first 
on the sill, and can either push or pull them into the bucket. 
 How about if conditions change rapidly and we must leave 
our position rapidly  If the bucket is positioned for access 
door use we need to open the door to enter. Some buckets 
are equipped with “shock doors”. Some departments “chock” 
the access door open. These tactics can leave room for 
error. Let’s say that you do have “shock doors” and they work 
properly. The room “lights up” causing you to rapidly escape 
the structure. You get into the bucket and assume you are 
safe, but are you really  The fire is going to follow you out the 
window. If the access door to the bucket is not properly closed, 
you are still in trouble  Items such as your lower extremities or 
tools could prevent the proper closing of this door. If the bucket 
was positioned level with the sill, the escaping firefighter could 
roll into the bucket with any ensuing fire traveling up and away 
from him. Since the bucket is also equipped with an open 
ended intercom, the firefighter can alert the Chauffeur on the 
pedestal that he is safe and needs to be removed from the 
building. 
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 The bucket is in position and you start your task at hand. You 
first ventilate one of the windows off to the side. You take note of 
the smoke color and the velocity in which it is traveling. From your 
experience, you are able to determine that entry is possible. You 
start to remove the window that you will be using for access  the 
top pane is removed followed by the lower pain and the curtains. 
You notice a child guard is in place. Using a side-to-side swinging 
motion with your halligan tool, you are able to strip the screws out of 
the window frame and remove this obstacle.
 With your facepiece donned, you enter the room. Your means of 
egress is noted by the bucket’s spotlight that you positioned on the 
window and by your six foot hook that you leave canted on the sill. 
Your search pattern is methodical  You start with a right-hand-lead 
working deeper into the apartment. Your senses become your best 
friend. Sight and smell are of no use in this scenario as you feel a 
minimal heat condition and hear sounds such as the skylight being 
vented by the roof team and the advancement of the interior forces. 
The officer calls you to check in on your progress and current 
position. You radio back the progress of your search. Conditions 
start to lighten-up and the sound of “all visible fire has been knocked 
down is heard over the radio”. As you start heading back towards 
the front of the building, you meet up with the floor above team. 
Searches prove negative on the top floor. 
 Your officer calls you to inform you that the company has been 
relieved by Command; A job well done by all. Upon returning to 
quarters, the tools are cleaned and the members gather for a critique 
of the company’s operation. The critique affords all the members an 
overview of the operation and their individual actions. 
 The OV position is one of the most important positions on the 
fireground. Firefighters fulfilling this role must be decisive in their 
actions and constantly aware of the actions and tactics of others on 
the fireground. Remember, our venting actions can cause disastrous 
reactions if done in the wrong location or at the wrong time. In this 
scenario we were venting to remove smoke and heat from the upper 
floors and to assist in our search for life. We must always keep in 
mind that we are generally operating opposite the attack team and 
must constantly monitor radio transmissions and our ever-changing 
environment in order to have a successful outcome.  
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